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CHRIS TAIT
CEO

Opening Letter
Dear Friend‚

Thank you so much for taking the time to look at our review of 

the year and after you have done so I am sure that you will agree 

it has been an exciting time!

As you look through this review you will see that your continued 

support and interest has enabled CRY to make a difference to so 

many young lives. We have been able to start supporting five new 

varied projects ranging from education in Kenyan slums to offering 

nutrition to children still impacted by the 2010 Haiti earthquake. 

We have also been able to make some specific one off grants 

to those who really need the help and thereby make a further 

difference to many more children’s lives.

Thanks too to the many who have raised much needed funds. Our 

shops are very much part of what CRY is all about; they not only 

raise funds but are very much part of the communities in which 

they are located.  Of course in addition there have been those 

individuals who have been moved to raise money in various other 

ways – we do appreciate all your efforts!

I hope you find this review interesting and inspiring.
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2018 
highlights
We believe that each individual matters; each life is precious. 

It can seem an impossible task to rescue and restore children from poverty around 

the world. According to UNICEF‚ 5.6 million children died before reaching their fifth 

birthday in 2015. This is due to a number of factors which CRY works to improve; 

health‚ education‚ residential care and community support.

1,000,000Our turnover was over a million 

pounds this year for the first time!

G171 people became Christians 

- and that’s only the number 

recorded (there are many more!)

55 new projects - 5 new places 

around the world receiving £500 

a month to support children in 

poverty. (See pages 8 & 9 for 

details on our new projects).
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6370 children helped around 

the world (& many more 

impacted as a result)

u

The refugee crisis continues and CRY is continuing to work 

in countries in Europe, providing relief such as clothes, 

medical care and items for hygiene and learning. In 2018 

we have handed out over 3,000 items to children & 

families in need.

5 one-off donations - 5 places 

where CRY has given a sum 

of money to help particularly 

desperate situations in Uganda, 

Laos, Sierra Leone, Albania & 

Ukraine.

231 children taken off the 

streets and given a home.
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“I visited Athens on a mission trip a month ago. It was incredible to see a project 

that CRY supports first-hand. The Refugee Centre‚ run by the church we are 

partnered with‚ works incredibly hard to provide support for the families and 

children affected by the crisis. 

One way I witnessed CRY’s work in action was the centre opening up its doors 

to the refugee families in Athens. We handed out food‚ clothes and toys for the 

children. It was also a place they could play and for the mothers and fathers to 

rest. I remember playing the guitar for the kids as they danced and for some 

of them‚ it was the first time they had heard live music‚ so they were in awe. 

The centre was just a small sanctuary for the families amidst all of the horrors 

they have faced.

The love of God was so evident through the actions of those helping in the 

situation that these people are in. Seeing the work we do at CRY from the other 

side was a great experience‚ and seeing how it greatly impacts the projects fills 

me with motivation and joy.” 

- Patrick V,
  Cry Designer

Up close: 
Personal story

Because of your support, we are able to help those who are in 
desperate need. WE thank you for your kind donations and support 

to our work.
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New PRojects

CROATIA - House of Opportunity

GREECE - Refugee Centre

Almost 4‚000 children in Croatia live in foster families 

or institutions. When they turn 18‚ they are left on 

their own with no home‚ food or money. Many easily 

become victims of poverty‚ crime‚ prostitution and 

human trafficking. This house helps teenagers get 

started in life‚ offering them a home‚ food and support 

with career steps for their future independence.

The first half of 2018 saw 7‚000 children arriving in 

Greece with the number only set to increase. The 

refugee centre we support provides the distribution 

of clothes‚ food‚ medical care and stationery‚ which 

makes all the difference in the world for these children 

and families who have virtually nothing.

Start Date: January 2018

Start Date: January 2018

Beneficiaries: 7

Beneficiaries: 1‚000+



HAITI - Breakfast Club, Hope House

KENYA - Fountains of Hope School

NEPAL - Education Centre

In 2010 an earthquake hit Haiti‚ devastating the lives 

of three million people and the impact is still visible. 

CRY began supporting Hope House‚ a school providing 

950 children with free education. However‚ most are 

malnourished having only one meal a day which is 

the lunch provided by the school. CRY provides a daily 

breakfast club to boost the most malnourishedchildren’s 

health. 

Kibera slum houses around 250‚000 people and is 

known as the biggest slum in Africa. CRY is supporting 

Fountains of Hope School which provides free‚ quality 

education to vulnerable children. Now‚ more children 

will receive education‚ daily meals‚ discipleship‚ extra-

curricular activities and social support. We hope to 

increase to 200 pupils in 2019.

The Education Centre is surrounded by many remote 

villages where families are extremely poor without 

the income to cover their daily needs. Thanks to your 

support CRY now provides nutritious food‚ free health 

camps‚ education and clothes for the families. Child 

health awareness training is also provided for the 

parents to help them better support their families.

Start Date: May 2018

Start Date: April 2018

Start Date: June 2018

Beneficiaries: 85 out of 950

Beneficiaries: 120

Beneficiaries: 100
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ALBANIA - Bethel Centre

ALBANIA - Mission Joshua Centre

Children here are often left to beg on the streets or dig 

in landfills. We support a centre which provides meals‚ 

clothes and life skills. The team here continue to visit 

children every week‚ and recently visited a family who 

have virtually nothing to eat or wear. Your support 

allowed them to help those in need.

In an area with high unemployment rates and many 

children out of education‚ we support a centre which 

provides educational support to enable children to  to 

re-join school‚ alongside provision of food and play 

opportunities.. One child started attending when he 

was 5‚ he would turn up drunk. Now aged 11‚ with 

input from the centre‚ he has changed a lot and is very 

active in the church.

Start Date: January 2015

Start Date: July 2012

Beneficiaries: 60

Beneficiaries: 30

Europe



ALBANIA - Living Water Project

BULGARIA - Sliven Life Centre

ROMANIA - Vietii Noi Day Care Centre

Supporting a centre for children who are left alone 

as a result of parents being absent because of work‚ 

imprisonment or alcoholism. Recently‚ we noticed 

a large number of children who live in very difficult 

conditions and find it impossible to study. In January 

we started to gather 12 children every weekday to help 

them study‚ do their school homework‚ have something 

to eat and play.

Many parents here do not understand the importance 

of education and children are often sent to work at 

a young age; your support enables these children to 

go to this school.  We recently split the classes into 

age groups giving them better learning opportunities. 

Amazingly‚ children have also recently learnt the dates 

of their birthdays; something they were not aware of 

before and had not celebrated.

Supporting single mothers to find work‚ running 

a crèche to look after their children‚ along with a 

homework club for primary aged children. We continue 

to run weekly small groups for the children to receive 

food‚ clothing and study help. We are currently in 

the process of buying another centre in another 

neighbourhood to further our work in Romania.

Start Date: September 2014

Start Date: January 2017

Start Date: 2001

Beneficiaries: 120

Beneficiaries: 80-100

Beneficiaries: 40
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SERBIA - Bridge Day Centre

TURKEY - Refugee Support

Reaching victims of abuse‚ addiction‚ and poverty. 

Children are welcomed into youth groups and children’s 

summer camps. We engage with the gypsy community 

in the city‚ and support single mothers who have been 

victims of domestic violence. One family we support 

has 10 children‚ we provide them with breakfast before 

the church service‚ regular food parcels and hygiene 

items. 

Regular health checks‚ food‚ clothing and education 

are just the start of the support that is provided here 

for hundreds of people. There is little room in the area 

to house the refugees and there is no way for them 

to earn money. We support the Bereket project which 

provides entrepreneurial skills to combat this issue.

Start Date: 2011

Start Date: March 2016

Beneficiaries: 25

Beneficiaries: 165 families with at 
least 450 children
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ASia

CAMBODIA - Child Development Centre

INDIA - ASHA HIV/AIDS Clinic

16 children are being provided with a home and daily 

meals‚ enabling them to be near schools where 

they can study. They receive help with their studies 

at the centre and recently they have enjoyed piano 

lessons‚  they are also learning how to grow their own 

vegetables and even studying the art of hairdressing!

Supporting women and children with HIV/AIDS who 

need help with medical care‚ education and emotional 

needs. Recently the women support groups have 

continued to be a huge blessing for those who are 

struggling with their or their children’s diagnosis or 

supporting their family. Children enjoyed a summer 

camp where they played games and had fun together.

Start Date: December 2011

Start Date: January 2001

Beneficiaries: 16

Beneficiaries: 70



LAOS - Fish Farming and Rural Skills Training

MYANMAR - Hosanna Children’s Home

PHILIPPINES - Bamboo Village

The aim of our work here is to support families while 

they learn how to make an income‚ and provide 

children with necessities and education while they do 

this. From fish farming to tailoring‚ the opportunities 

for people here continues to grow. Children recently 

received new education materials‚ and we have started 

two new income-generating projects; harvesting and 

farming pigs.

Many of the children here lived on the streets with 

no food or clothing having lost their parents due to 

disease or abandonment. Since we began our support‚ 

we have helped to fund a new building‚ and ensured 

the children receive everything they need to live 

happily. This year alone we have welcomed seven new 

children into the home. What a privilege to help young 

lives to be changed for good.

The feeding programme continues to serve the 

malnourished and abandoned children in this area of 

Manila. Children come through this programme and 

leave healthier and happier. New dishes have been 

introduced which is very exciting for children who rarely 

get this much variety. They have also been enjoying 

Saturday club joining in games and activities together.

Start Date: 2015

Start Date: March 2012

Start Date: May 2013

Beneficiaries: 300 Families

Beneficiaries: 48

Beneficiaries: 20
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PHILIPPINES - Father’s Refuge

PAKISTAN - Primary School in Punjab

Many of you have followed our journey with ‘Father’s 

Refuge’ as they experienced a terrible fire which 

destroyed everything‚ to having a whole village rebuilt in 

six short months. Thankfully‚ things are still going well; 

18 families now have homes in the new village‚ and the 

centre building where we provide life skills training and 

medical care has been completed‚ as well as starting a 

breakfast club for malnourished children.

When CRY first started supporting this project‚ 43 

children were attending this school‚ teachers were 

working unpaid‚ and the children had no furniture or 

resources to study with. Now‚ 90 children attend and 

were recently provided with new school uniform and 

books. The school has much better facilities including 

clean water and cooling fans and the teachers are now 

paid too.

Start Date: February 2014

Start Date: 2016

Beneficiaries: 100 Families

Beneficiaries: 48
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GUINEA - Jubilee International School

SOUTH AFRICA - Sozo Educentre

In a community which is steeped in crime‚ gangsterism‚ 

violence and poverty‚ the Sozo Educentre is a huge 

lifeline for youth here. They are provided with a safe 

space to learn along with being encouraged and 

empowered to reach for their goals. A weekly workshop 

takes place to inspire and encourage the young people 

to think or to plan for their future careers.

This school provides education for 370 children each 

year‚ and with your support‚ CRY is able to provide the 

fees for poorer children to attend the school. This is an 

opportunity 61% of adults in Guinea did not have. The 

last few months have been tough as there has been 

political disruption. However‚ we thank God that it is 

now peaceful and children are back in school‚ happy 

and learning.

Start Date: January 2015

Start Date: January 2016

Beneficiaries: 370

Beneficiaries: 100

africa



SOUTH SUDAN - Kuleu Lights Primary School

TOGO - Children’s Centre and School

ZIMBABWE - Cross Over Project

Half of the population in this country live in poverty and 

there is large amounts of unrest and fighting in many 

districts. We are ensuring 30 children have a safe space 

to study in a world of unease and closed opportunities. 

It has been a tough few months due to food shortages 

and continued fighting‚ but by God’s grace and your 

kind support‚ children have been able to continue in 

education in the safety of school and be fed and clothed.

Children who cannot afford to go to school are given 

the opportunity to learn‚ along with resources and 

meals provided. Those who have been orphaned are 

also given a home with care and support. Recently‚ 

classes have been provided for widows to earn an 

income to help their children‚ and necessities have 

been supplied to local villages to help more children 

who don’t receive an education.

This is a mentoring programme for vulnerable 

children; those from backgrounds filled with poverty 

and sometimes abuse. We help fund the provision 

of emotional support and education‚ as well as the 

development of relationships with parents to help the 

whole family. Recently‚  four young people moved to 

college and further studies and three of them started 

their own micro-business.

Start Date: February 2015

Start Date: May 2012

Start Date: April 2015

Beneficiaries: 30

Beneficiaries: 1‚200

Beneficiaries: 77



TANZANIA - Bethel Children’s Home

MOZAMBIQUE - Iris Zimpeto

ETHIOPIA - Hope for Orphans

The Bethel Children’s Home cares for children who have 

been abandoned or whose parents have died of AIDS‚ 

providing them with a home‚ clothing and food. Recently‚ 

we supported the building of a security wall‚ purchase of 

animals for the children to farm‚ and further renovation of 

the home. Children are happier and healthier since being 

here. We are looking into extending the building further 

to welcome even more children in. 

The centre looks after 250 children who are either at 

risk (in their own home) or in need of care‚ medical 

attention or are orphaned. Many of these children are 

severely malnourished and urgently need support‚ 

so are brought into the centre to receive a nutrition 

programme. CRY’s support is helping provide food on a 

more regular basis for them.

Many families fled from war in Somalia to Ethiopia‚ and 

now many are unfortunately completely destitute and 

need help to survive. Some children have ended up on 

their own and have been adopted into families. CRY 

supports the provision of food‚ clothing and other basic 

necessities and distributes these around the village to 

ensure the refugees are cared for.

Start Date: April 2015

Start Date: July 2017

Start Date: September 2016

Beneficiaries: 70

Beneficiaries: 30

Beneficiaries: 27



LEBANON - Refugee Support

RUSSIA - New Way School and Down’s Syndrome Support

Since the Syrian war‚ many families have fled their 

homes to other countries; one of these being Lebanon.  

There are currently 1.2 million Syrian refugees in 

Lebanon alone‚ but there are no managed camps to 

keep them safe or give them quality residence. We are 

ensuring families receive food‚ clothing‚ medical items 

and education. 

This school helps marginalised children in the 

community‚ many coming from family backgrounds 

involving drug and alcohol abuse. We also support 

children with Down’s Syndrome who face rejection 

from society. The school ensures they get emotionally 

as well as academically supported. Recently‚ the school 

children ran an exhibition called ‘I’m learning to live on 

my own’. to raise awareness of Down’s Syndrome.

Start Date: May 2016

Start Date: 2001

Beneficiaries: Thousands of families

Beneficiaries: 160

Last Stop
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PERU - Projecto Cornelius

IRAQ - Refugee and Orphan Ministry

In an area with high levels of poverty‚ violence‚ 

gangsterism and crime‚ there is a real need for 

intervention here. CRY supports a centre which 

provides activities‚ meals and life-skill workshops. 

Recently‚ we gave a £500 grant which they used to 

buy sports equipment which they have been using for 

outreach with older youth in different towns.

This has been a country at war for many years now‚ 

and unfortunately has resulted in many orphaned 

children and families having to flee their homes. We 

support a centre which provides emotional care and 

basic necessities to refugees and children. Food‚ 

medical care and education are just the surface of the 

life-changing support given here. 

Start Date: September 2016

Start Date: November 2014

Beneficiaries: 20

Beneficiaries: 200
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One-Off Donations
CRY occasionally assists in emergency situations which come to our attention. In 

2018‚ we have been able to send one-off donations to help these projects through 

tough situations to get them back on their feet.

SIERRA LEONE

‘Home Leone’ is a new initiative relocating the poorest and most vulnerable from horrific slums to 

new communities. Families are living in shack communities‚ threatened by flood and fire‚ where 

illness pervades and death comes early. This new village relocates over 2‚000 people with new 

houses‚ education‚ healthcare and employment opportunities. CRY’s money is going towards the 

school building to allow children to gain an education and break the cycle of poverty.

Kairos School provides teaching for all ages‚ particularly working with the poor and disadvantaged 

from the local area. Provision of an education enables the children to see opportunities beyond 

their immediate surroundings. However‚ the building lacked facilities; some of the classrooms were 

dark‚ dusty and unhygienic. CRY supported work to renovate the classrooms and bring them back 

to a good standard to learn in. It is great to be a part of ensuring healthy environments for children 

which we take so easily for granted.

CRY provided the opportunity for 75 children to go to a summer camp where they were provided 

with food and accommodation along with lots of fun games and activities!

A Hydroelectric dam collapsed in Laos on 6 August 2018‚ destroying several villages‚ 6‚600 people 

being made homeless and the loss of lives of at least 20 people. At CRY‚ we were devastated 

to hear this news and stepped in to help. We have sent a relief of £450 to Laos‚ which will help 

provide emergency care kits for the people affected in an already poverty stricken area.

Linked with Albania - Living Water‚ we funded a summer youth camp‚ enabling 100 people to go‚ 

including 25 children for the first time. This is a life-changing event for many children where they 

come to know God‚ form friendships‚ and have fun.

Beneficiaries: 2‚000+

Beneficiaries: 800

Beneficiaries: 75

Beneficiaries: 6‚600

Beneficiaries: 100

UGANDA

UKRAINE

LAOS

ALBANIA

£9,500

£8,000

£2,600

£450

£2,500
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MANAGER
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WCRY TRADINGCOSHAM

EASTLEIGH

HEDGE END

SHIRLEY

JERSEY

PARKSTONE

SOUTHSEA

TAUNTON

WOOLSTON

I’m not sure where this year has gone and oh so quickly!

Previous readers will know all about my apple tree at the end of the garden.  

Well‚ another bountiful harvest against all the odds (only supposed to bear fruit 

every 2 years).  God has been so good to us.  Not only are we ahead of last year 

despite all the “doom and gloom” in the economy and on the high street‚ we are 

on course to meet our contribution target to CRY projects and at the same time 

have made considerable improvements to our shops to give our customers an 

even better “treasure trove” shopping experience.

As I write‚ we have just completed a major refit to our Eastleigh shop‚ following on 

from the refit at Taunton earlier this year.  We have also carried out considerable 

improvement to our Hedge End and Southsea shops and are currently running a 

full compliance programme in all shops to ensure we meet all new regulations 

relating to Health and Safety and Fire Regulations.

The foregoing is not without cost but we have been blessed with all our staff 

and volunteers going the “extra mile” and fantastic support from our suppliers 

in keeping their own costs to an absolute minimum‚ and I can’t thank them all 

enough – they have helped us prepare for the future whilst ensuring we maintain 

our committed level of support to CRY projects and the projects team.

I would also thank you all‚ as supporters of CRY‚ for your unbelievable levels of 

donations to us.  Without them we wouldn’t have a business‚ as it is‚ we have not 

been in want despite opening our new shop in Shirley – God is good‚ isn’t He?

I would also like to take this opportunity to thank Lori Moss‚ who was our 

Manager in Taunton‚ for all she has done for CRY over the last 7 years.  Lori is 

moving on to help with the growth of the Taunton Family Church and we ask 

God’s blessing on her new vocation.  (Rather expect she will still be helping us 

in the future though!)

 

God bless you all.
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Every day I thank God for my job‚ I love it‚ and for all the volunteers 

that give up their time to come and work for such an amazing 

cause; we are a family. The work can be very hard going at times 

but we count it such a privilege as every penny made is going 

towards saving a child from poverty‚ exclusion and abuse.”

ALISON

CRY Eastleigh Shop

A Manager’s Story...
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Trading Income UK (net) 29%

Grants 2%

Project Donations 19%

General Donations 26%

Gift Aid on Donations 1%

Trading Income Jersey (net) 23%

Project Support 67%

Administration‚ Fundraising 

& Governance Costs

33%

Children‚ Young People & 
Family Support

59%

Education & Training 31%

Medical & Rehabilitation 7%

Emergency Response 3%

CRY’s Income

CRY’s Expenditure

CRY’s Expenditure By Beneficiary

Financial REview

Administration, Fundraising & Governance Costs

Project Support

Emergency Response

Medical & Rehabilitation

Education & Training
Care of Children, Young People & Family Support

Trading Income Jersey (net)

Gift Aid on Donations

General Donations
Project Donations

Grants

Trading Income UK (net)

2017 Figures



WENDY CLARK
FINANCE MANAGER

CRY 2017 was a productive year‚ meeting the challenges of working as a charity in the 

prevailing economic climate. We successfully gave £236‚173 to the projects that we support. 

This included some new projects for this year in Lebanon working with refugees‚ Mozambique 

funding a food program for malnourished under-fives‚ in Russia providing funds to build an all-

weather playing surface for a youth centre and Uganda helping to complete a classroom in a 

school (a second classroom has been completed in 2018). We also helped to rebuild a village 

in the Philippines after a major fire.

The charity celebrated the it’s 25th birthday in 2017‚ a real milestone. During the year we 

were able to open a new shop in Shirley‚ Hampshire extending our portfolio of shops to ten 

and we purchased a new (second hand) van.

We reached far and wide around the world and helped children and young people from 

diverse backgrounds‚ many of whom were in desperate situations. By supporting CRY‚ you 

did something amazing. Thanks to your generosity‚ our belief that every child‚ everywhere 

deserves a reasonable standard of living came true for many more children in 2017. Together 

we can continue to make a real difference.

The figures in these graphs are a summary of the information extracted from the accounts for 

the year ending 31st December 2017.
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CRY Expenditure By Country
Albania

Bulgaria

Cambodia

Ethiopia

Greece

Guinea

India
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Laos

Lebanon

Mozambique

Myanmar
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Russia

Serbia

South Africa

South Sudan

Tanzania

Togo

Turkey

Uganda

Zimbabwe
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6,030
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3,000

6,003

12,000

12,854
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6,000
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6,081
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CRY Jersey is celebrating it’s 20th year‚ so 

we held a celebration in the summer! About 

60 CRY supporters past & present attended; 

we had a great time. Thanks to all who came 

along and who have supported CRY Jersey 

throughout the years. 

20

I would like the money to go to CRY’s 

project in Togo where we support a 

school‚ providing school supplies 

for children who can’t afford their 

own. Children whose families need 

this help are given stationery‚ school 

bags‚ uniforms and sandals‚ enabling 

them to begin their studies.

A massive thank you to the kids at 

Catalyst Ignite who raised nearly 

£400 by doing chores on camp‚ 

selling drinks and setting up a dance 

performance.

Wendy Clark, CRY’s Finance Manager 

did a half marathon on Sunday 9th 

September in Wales around Lake 

Vyrnwy raising £380!

CRY Jersey are also aiming to support 1000 

children in Laos‚ for £20 per child‚ for their 

20th year celebration. £20 will provide a kit 

which has: a mosquito net‚ school uniform‚ 

school supplies & hygiene items such as 

toothbrushes & toothpaste. This will mean 

all these children can access education too. 

We’d love you to join with us in our goal!

CRY Jersey

Thank you to the insurance company 

‘Chubb’ who raised £2200 on their 

dress down day at work! We love 

having your support!

A
Q

A huge thank you to ASL Recruitment in Jersey 

who chose us as their charity for their dress 

down Fridays during July and raised £200!
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FUNDRAISING

A great team of fundraisers, headed 

up by Bernie, cycled from Dieppe to 

Paris (127 miles) in a day to raise 

money for Hope House in Haiti. 

The team raised £8037.57, what an 

incredible amount! Thank you to this 

amazing team for their hard work!

Want to be added to our list? Sign up for a fundrais-

ing pack‚ raise money for CRY while you have fun and 

be in the next newsletter!z
cry.org.uk/get-involved
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cry.org.uk

ukoffice@cry.org.uk 01489 788300

Sovereign Place, Upper Northam Road, 

Hedge End, Southampton, SO30 4BZ

UK Registered charity: 1011513

social media
Follow us on social media to keep up-to-

date, get exciting news about our projects 

and more!
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facebook.com/crycharity

instagram.com/cryuk_

twitter.com/cryuk


